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‼ Thread - Zero Tolerance Epic Fail‼  
 
According to an unpublished report by DHS IG report is the government’s first attempt to autopsy the chaos
produced between May 5 and June 20, when President Trump abruptly halted the separations under mounting
pressure. 
 
The DHS Office

of Inspector General’s review found at least 860 migrant children were left in Border Patrol holding cells longer
than the 72-hour limit mandated by U.S. courts, with one minor confined for 12 days and another for 25. 
 
Many of those children were put in chain-link holding pens

The facilities were designed as short-term way stations, lacking beds and showers, while the children awaited
transfer to shelters run by HHS.  
 
(They) held at least 564 children longer than they were supposed to, according to the report. Officials in the El
Paso sector held 297

children over the legal limit. Poorly coordinated interagency process that left parents with little or no knowledge of
their children’s whereabouts.  
U.S. officials were forced to share minors’ files on Word documents sent as email attachments because the
government’s internal

systems couldn’t communicate.  
 
And this is where human trafficking comes swooping in: 
 
Border Patrol does not provide pre-verbal children with wrist bracelets or other means of identification, nor does
Border Patrol fingerprint or photograph most children during processing to

ensure that they can be easily linked with the proper file,”  
 
дLIES PROVEN: 
 
On June 23, three days after the executive order halting the separations, DHS announced it had developed a
“central database” with HHS containing location information for separated parents and minors

that both departments could access to reunite families. The inspector general found no evidence of such a database,
“DHS has since acknowledged to the OIG that there is no ‘direct electronic interface’ between DHS and HHS
tracking systems.” 
дInspectors said they continue to

have doubts about the accuracy and reliability of information provided by DHS about the scope of the family
separations.ϭ 
 
IG's report also found that CBP restricted the flow of asylum seekers at legal ports of entry and may have
inadvertently prompted them to cross illegally.

One woman said an officer had turned her away three times, so she crossed illegally. 
 
At one border crossing, the inspection team saw CBP attempt to increase its detention space by “converting former
offices into makeshift hold rooms.” 
 
This government is being run by people who

have no clue how to do their jobs, and people are dying, and children have been orphaned. Everyone better vote in
35 days to hold these monsters accountable 
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